1. Locate buried valve box using reference measurements and/or electronic or magnetic locator. Mark location with white paint.

2. Break out small hole in pavement and locate the valve box cover.

3. Carefully break out an 18-inch diameter hole with 8-inch radius from the center of the valve box. A circle template 18 inches in diameter is handy to mark out the perimeter of this hole. Use a curved spade with a jackhammer to cut a neat vertical face hole in the asphaltic concrete pavement. Do not crack or damage the pavement beyond this hole. If it is suspected the valve casing is not vertical or centered over the valve operating nut, remove just enough pavement to allow removal of the valve box lid so it can be determined if casing adjustment is needed. It is very important to not remove any more finished pavement than absolutely necessary.

4. Completely remove the whole valve box. Do not disturb the surrounding earth any more than necessary. Examine the casing pipe. Make sure it is vertical, symmetrical around the valve nut, and clean of all rocks, debris, and dirt. Clean and correct as necessary. Check with a valve wrench to verify operation is smooth.

5. Trim or add to the casing pipe (6-inch PVC plastic or concrete) as needed so the top of the casing pipe is a minimum of 4 inches to maximum of 8 inches below the finished pavement grade. The lid will not fit tight if the casing is higher. Valve box will have poor support if the casing pipe is lower. To add casing pipe, use a piece of 6-inch PVC plastic sewer pipe 12 inches longer than needed. Saw-cut this piece along one side in a straight line the full length. Fold the pipe over the saw-cut and insert it inside the casing pipe in the ground. Slide up or down to achieve desired level.

6. If the valve operating nut is over 3 feet below finish pavement grade, install a standard valve operating extension, per standard specifications.

7. Using a 1-inch rod or capped 3/4-inch pipe, thoroughly pound the earth all around the casing pipe to obtain maximum earth compaction.

8. Fill the void between the casing pipe and earth wall up to exactly 12 inches (1 foot) below finish pavement grade with 5/8-inch minus crushed rock and thoroughly compact using rod or pipe as in Step 7. Keep adding and compacting crushed rock until hard, tight level surface is exactly 12 inches below pavement grade.

9. Insert the valve box. Using a straight board or rod, check that the top rim of the valve box is exactly level with the finished pavement. The box must set evenly on the crushed rock base. It must not rock or wiggle. Remove the box and adjust the crushed rock as often as necessary to achieve exact grade with pavement and uniform support. Put cast iron lid on the box. Make sure it fits correctly and is flush with the box rim. Replace lid if incorrect fit. Replace entire valve box if box rim prevents a snug fit of the lid.

10. Add 5/8-inch minus crushed rock uniformly in the space between the valve box and outside earth wall in maximum 4-inch lifts. Compact each lift completely with 1-inch rod or pipe as before. Fill and compact the space up to 2 inches below finished pavement grade.

11. Add hot mix asphaltic concrete material and thoroughly compact with rod or pipe to the finish pavement grade. Smooth off the surface as much as possible.

12. Using a brush, paint the surface of the patch with asphalt tack material. Extending minimum of 1 inch over pavement and onto edge of valve box metal rim. Do not apply any tack material to flow onto metal rim or on box cover. Use a brush to control application of this tack coat and provide a neat seal surface.

13. Check again that valve casing is clear. That valve wrench can be put on operating nut and valve can be operated properly.

14. Spread clean fine sand over the tack coat so that vehicle tires will not lift the tack material before it cures and sets up.

15. Each valve box in a cluster of two to four valves must be adjusted independently as outlined above. Cutting out triangles or squares of finished pavement results in valve boxes that do not remain even with pavement, lean together, and break out under traffic beating.

Carefully following this outlined procedure results in valve box settings that will remain firm and in place, and are virtually unnoticed by the public passing over them in their vehicles.
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